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Abstra t. Logi s of desires, preferen es and goals have re ently been
proposed in planning and agent theory. In this paper we introdu e a
dynami logi with utilitarian desires and we dis uss the relation between
desires and utilities. Given that an agent's desires refer to his utility
fun tion, whi h we assume to be onstant, we resolve the paradox that
the stability of the agent's utility fun tion does not imply the stability of
his desires. We illustrate the use of the logi to formalize ertain aspe ts
of negotiation. In parti ular, we show how one agent an in uen e the
behavior of another agent by in uen ing his desires.

1 Introdu tion
Autonomous agents reason frequently about preferen es [Kee76℄ su h as desires
and goals. Re ently several logi s of desires have been proposed in two areas:

Planning. Work in qualitative de ision theory [DT99℄ illustrates how planning

agents are provided with goals { determined by rational desires { and harged
with the task of dis overing (or performing) some sequen e of a tions to
a hieve those goals. In qualitative de ision theory desires are usually formalized as onstraints on qualitative abstra tions of utility fun tions.
Agent theory. Work on ognitive and so ial agents [Cas98℄ illustrates how
autonomous agents reason with and about ognitive on epts. For example, Cohen and Levesque [Coh90℄ explore prin iples governing the rational
balan e among an agent's beliefs, goals, a tions and intentions, Rao and
George [RG91, RG91, RG92℄ show how di erent rational agents an be
modeled by imposing ertain onditions on the persisten e of an agent's beliefs, goals and intentions (the BDI model). In some agent theories, desire is
formalized as a modal operator.
In this paper we study the ombination of desires with a tion operators.
Multi-modal logi s introdu e omplexities not found in the modal approa hes,
due to intera tion of the modalities. An important issue in the logi s of preferen es, desires and goals is the relation between utility fun tions, desires, and
goals. In our approa h, we assume that the utility fun tion is onstant, desires
an hange but are relatively stable, and goals an hange together with the
agent's ommitments.

Utility fun tions and desires. The perspe tive on utility fun tions is in line

with the traditional perspe tive in e onomi theory. It has been questioned
by e.g. Shoham [Sh97℄, where utility is interpreted as one whi h has lose
relationship with probabilities. In [Cas98℄, Castelfran hi suggests that one
an manipulate others' utilities, but in this paper we argue that the ounterarguments to a xed utility fun tion originate in a onfusion between utility
fun tion and desires.
Desires and goals. Agent's goal are determined by agent's desire, i.e. goals are
rational ( hosen) desires [BH97℄. Goals are related to the agent's planning,
and therefore desires are useful for agent's planning.
Given the ombination of desires with a tion operators in this paper, we have
to explain the following apparent ontradi tion: on the one hand, desires an be
in uen ed by other agents [Cas98℄, and on the other hand desires re e t utility
fun tions whi h are not subje t of hange. The answer given in this paper is the
following: a utility fun tion is de ned on omplete spe i ations (states) and
desires on in omplete spe i ations (sets of states or propositions). To infer the
desirability of a proposition the utility fun tion de ned on states has to be lifted
to a desirability fun tion on sets of states ( alled the lifting problem). Though
the utility fun tion itself annot hange, the lifting ondition an hange. This
solution of the paradox is illustrated in the examples of the following se tion and
dis ussed in more detail later in this paper.
This paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we dis uss a motivating
example with reasoning about desires in negotiation. In Se tion 3 we present the
logi , whi h is illustrated by an example in Se tion 4.

2 Two Motivating examples
The basi problem of so ial life among ognitive agents lies beyond mere
oordination: how to hange the mind of the other agent? how to indu e
the other to believe and even to want something? How to obtain that y
does or does not do something? Of ourse, normally { but not ne essarily
{ by ommuni ating. [Cas98, p.170℄
We onsider utilitarian desires: an agent desires out omes with high utility
[LvdTW℄. Here utilitarian desire is understood as in lassi al de ision theory: a
rational agent a ts as if he is maximizing expe ted utility based on an imaginary (or subje tive) utility fun tion and probability distribution. In this sense,
agent's de ision-making depends on his desires. In order to predi t other agent's
a tions an agent may onsider the other agent's desires instead of their utility
fun tion. Yet, in more ompli ated s enarios agents may a t to in uen e ea h
other's desires and onsequently a e t the hoi e of a tions to be taken by them.
Analogously, agents may inform ea h other about opportunities and try to persuade ea h other to hange or modify their initial adopted goals. However, in this
paper we restri t ourselves to desires.

Example 1 (Washing Ma hine).

Imagine a washing ma hine that wants to wash and thereby he must rst buy
ele tri ity from an ele tri ity ompany. Figure 1 illustrates three possible washing
states, w1 ; w2 and w3 for the washing ma hine. In state w1 , the washing ma hine
washes in the afternoon, washing is expensive, and the ele tri ity deliverage is
ertain. Other states should be interpreted in similar way. Let the arrows between
these three states denote the de rease of utility of the states for the washing
ma hine. Sin e w1 provides the washing ma hine the highest utility, he desires
to wash in the afternoon. However, the ele tri ity provider desires to deliver
ele tri ity at night sin e they have usually more ustomers during the day. In
this s enario, the ele tri ity provider tries to in uen e the desires of the washing
ma hine and informs him the high pri es of ele tri ity for day onsumption. The
washing ma hine may reason and on lude that he annot spend mu h money
and that he should better use heaper ele tri ity. Consequently, the washing
ma hine will on entrate on states in whi h washing is heap (i.e. w2 and w3 )
and be ause w2 provides him more utility than w3 , he desires to wash at night.
Note that the ele tri ity provider may also hange the fo us of the washing
ma hine by making advertisements.

Washing Expensive
in the Afternoon &
Certain
w1

Washing Cheap
at Night &
Certain
w2

Washing Cheap
in the Afternoon &
Uncertain

w3
Cannot spend much money

All possible states

Fig. 1.

The washing ma hine example.

Note that the agent annot de ide to hange his own desire to wash during
the night, like an agent an de ide hange his adopted goal to wash during the
night. Desires are not onsequen es of the de ision making pro ess, they are their
input. It is due to the in uen e from outside that desires are hanged. Analogous examples an be found in pri ing airline ti kets, telephone alls, internet
onne tion bandwidth, data storage, insuran e ontra ts, and many other area's.
In order to model this type of negotiations, we represent the spa e of possible negotiation states and the a essibility relation de ned on them as a Kripke
frame. Note that the a essibility relation de ned on negotiation states an be
spe i ed by negotiation a tions su h as propose, inform, and require a tions.
Moreover, we use dynami logi to represent and reason about agent's negotiation strategies (a tions). Sin e agents should reason about both their own desires
as well as the desires of other agents we de ne agent desire formally as a modal

operator. This modal operator will be ombined with dynami operators resulting in a multi-modal logi . In this way, we an express the e e ts of a tions on
desires and enable agents to reason about desires and a tions, and to de ide on
negotiation strategies.

Example 2 (Smoking).

Consider an agent who used to desire to smoke, but who no longer desires to
do so sin e he heard that smoking endangers his health. His desire to smoke thus
hanged after he learned the health impli ations of smoking. We distinguish the
following four ases:
1.
2.
3.
4.

smoking is not bad for his health and he smokes.
smoking is not bad for his health and he does not smoke.
smoking is bad for his health and he does not smoke.
smoking is bad for his health and he smokes.

However, we do not use a proposition 'smoking is bad for agent's health' but
a simpler one denoting whether the agent is healthy. For simpli ity, we assume
that if smoking is bad for the health, then smoking auses unhealthy. If we
onsider the two propositions `healthy' and `smoking', then the above four ases
an be represented by the following four states. His utility fun tion obeys the
onstraint u(w1 ) > u(w2 ) > u(w3 ) > u(w4 ) :
1.
2.
3.
4.

w1 : healthy and smoking ( ase 1.)
w2 : healthy and not smoking ( ase 2. and 3.)
w3 : unhealthy and smoking ( ase 4.)
w4 : unhealthy and not smoking (not onsidered)
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Fig. 2.

The smoking example.

Smoking
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Not Health

When the agent believes that smoking is not bad for his health, then he
fo uses his attention to the rst two states and he desires to smoke. Otherwise,
he fo uses his attention on the middle two states and he desires not to smoke.
Summarizing, the lifting ondition in the rst ase (i.e. the believe that smoking
in not bad for health) lifts the utility of the rst states to the desirability to
smoke, and the lifting ondition in the other ase (i.e. the believe that smoking
in bad for health) lifts the utility of the third state to the desirability to smoke.
Note that in this ase the desirability to smoke oin ides with the expe ted
utility to smoke, be ause in both ases only one state is assumed to be possible.
That is, the onditional expe ted utility of a proposition s, written as EU (s), is

EU (s) = wj=s (u(w(p) (w))p(w))
wj=s

When smoking does not endanger health then EU (smoking ) = u(w1 ) beause only w1 and w3 are smoking states and moreover p(w3 ) = 0. Likewise,
when smoking does endanger health then EU (smoking ) = u(w3 ) be ause only
w1 and w3 are smoking states and moreover p(w1 ) = 0. Desirability and expe ted utility are both de ned on propositions or sets of states, but they are
something ompletely di erent. The former expresses a wish that some state
o urs, whereas the latter expresses the desirability to do some a tion with expe ted out omes re e ted by the probability distribution used in al ulating the
expe ted utility.

3 Utilitarian desires
In this paper, desires of rational agents are assumed to re e t his utility fun tion
whi h in turn re e ts his preferen es. This relation formalizes the intuition that
rational agents desire to a hieve states with the highest utility when making
de isions. This type of desire is alled utilitarian desire; see [LvdTW℄ for a further
dis ussion on the relation between desires and de ision making.
In parti ular, we are interested in modeling agent's desire in negotiation.
Rational agents in negotiation de ide what a tion to take based on their desires
whi h re e t their utility fun tion. In previous se tions, we have argued that
agent's desire are subje t of hange during negotiation and we have giving some
examples to illustrate this laim. Moreover, sin e negotiation is usually modeled
by game theory and be ause in game theory the utility fun tion is assumed to
remain onstant during a game, we have to solve an apparent ontradi tion:
on the one hand, it is reasonable to assume that agent's desires an be hanged
during negotiation and on the other hand the utility fun tion whi h is re e ted by
rational agent's desire have to remain onstant during negotiation. This apparent
ontradi tion an be solved by lifting the utility fun tion to a desirability fun tion
and allow the lifting ondition to hange on the basis of some ontext parameters.

3.1 The lifting problem
The main problem of de ning utilitarian desires is that utility is de ned on states,
whereas desirability is de ned on sets of states or propositions. This is alled the
lifting problem: the utility fun tion on states has to be lifted to a desirability
fun tion on sets of states. For example, we an simply de ne the desirability of a
set of states as the maximum of the utilities of its elements, or the lowest one, or
some kind of average. As dis ussed in [vdTW00℄, the maximum re e ts a kind of
optimism that the best state will obtain, and the lowest a kind of pessimism that
the worst state will obtain. The rst is justi ed if we an determine or in uen e
whi h of these states will obtain, and the latter is justi ed when an opponent
an de ide it (or when nature is seen as an opponent, like in Wald's riterion). In
this paper we do not dis uss the details of this parti ular hoi e and we therefore
use the most popular hoi e, the maximum. Thus, a desire for p is satis ed by a
utility fun tion if the relevant state with the highest utility satis es p, i.e. when
for all relevant states w satisfying :p there is a relevant state w0 satisfying p
su h that the utility of w0 is higher than the utility of w (the advantage of the
latter de nition is that it is more intuitive for in nite sets of states).
In this paper we are in parti ular interested in the question whi h states
should be onsidered relevant. That is, we expli itly distinguish the following two
stages in the lifting problem, of whi h in this paper we are primarily interested
in the rst one:
1. Sele t a relevant subset of all states. One onstraint on the states is that the
ondition of the desire is true. Thus, for a desire "p if q " we sele t all q states.
However, this is not all. For example, in the smoking example we restri ted
the fo us rst to states in whi h smoking is healthy, and thereafter to states in
whi h smoking is unhealthy. Moreover, in the washing ma hine example the
fo us on states is hanged when the belief of the washing ma hine regarding
his nan ial ability is hanged (note that another reason to hange the fo us
on states was the advertisement e e ts).
2. Of these states, sele t the ones with highest utility. A proposition p is desired
if it is true in all these maximum utility states.
To solve the problem of states sele tion we introdu e a rather abstra t restri tion of the set of states, inspired by re ent work on modeling and using
ontext. We therefore distinguish between two types of utilitarian desires,
pure utilitarian desire , written I (pjq) for ideally p if q. It is de ned in terms
of utilities of all possible states, and
feasible utilitarian desire , written D(pjq) for desirable p if q. It is de ned
in terms of utilities of all possible states in the agents ontext.
In this se tion we formalize both types of utilitarian desires in Kripke models and in terms of possible states, their a essibilities, and their utilities. The
starting point of our formalization is that the utility fun tion is the same in all
states. The following de nition formalizes the pure utilitarian desire. An agent
nds something ideal if and only if for all states in whi h it is false there is a
state with a higher utility in whi h it is true.

De nition 1. Let M = hW; Ui ; Ci i be a possible states model that onsists of
a set W of all possible states, a fun tion Ui from W to the non-negative reals
indi ating the utility of states for agent i, and an a essibility relation Ci that
indi ates whi h states the agent i onsiders relevant for his desires. A formula
" is ideal if " holds in state w for agent i (i.e. M; w j= Ii (j )) if and only
if for all : ^ states there exists a  ^ state with a higher utility, i.e.

M; w j= Ii (j

)

() 8w0 2 W (M; w0 j= : ^ )9w00 2 W
(M; w00 j=  ^ ) ^ (Ui (w00 ) > Ui (w0 ))

M; w j= Di (j ) () 8w0 2 Ci (w)(M; w0 j= : ^ )9w00 2 Ci (w)
(M; w00 j=  ^ ) ^ (Ui (w00 ) > Ui (w0 ))
Note that the notion of ontext in the de nition of feasible utilitarian desire
is ru ial. In fa t, the ontext, whi h distinguishes the two types of desires,
spe i es whi h states are relevant (or feasible) for agent's desires. We follow
the idea of epistemi logi that distin t states are te hni al implementation of
distin t knowledge and reformulate the question "whi h states are relevant"
as "whi h kinds of knowledge is onsidered". In other words, we reformulate
the question as whi h kinds of knowledge spe ify the ontext. In the following
de nition ba kground knowledge, fa tual knowledge and feasibility knowledge
are distinguished. Note that in many BDI logi s the epistemi belief operator B
is used for all three types of knowledge 1 .

De nition 2 ([LvdTW℄).
{ Ba kground knowledge is knowledge whi h is true in all states onsidered
possible,
{ fa tual knowledge is knowledge about whi h state is the a tual state, and
{ feasibility knowledge is knowledge about whi h state an be rea hed from the
a tual state.
Example 3. In the smoking example, it seems intuitive to say that the belief

that smoking is unhealthy is a kind of ba kground knowledge. In the washing
ma hine example his (new) belief that he annot pay the required ele tri ity
pri es is assumed to be more like fa tual knowledge. In the same example we also
argued that the desire of the washing ma hine may have been hanged be ause
of the advantages to wash at night advertised by the ele tri ity provider. In fa t
the advertisement indu es the knowledge that some states are attra tive. This
type of knowledge may be onsidered as feasibility knowledge.
1

However, in this paper, we do not introdu e the belief operator in the model. We
would not investigate the belief revision as well. In this paper, we just onsider the
ases in whi h belief revision result from agents' a tions, in parti ular, from the
negotiation a tions. So, using dynami operators would be powerful enough for the
formalization. Note that the introdu tion of a belief operator by itself does not solve
our problems, be ause it may easily be that an agent desires something whi h he
does not believe (i.e. he may desire to go to the dentist without feeling pain though
he believes that going to the dentist implies pain).

We think, however, that these de ision-theoreti types of knowledge are not
suÆ ient to explain the wide range of examples about desires. We may desire
things whi h are not onsidered possible. I may desire to go to the dentist without
feeling pain, although I know that going to the dentist implies pain [Bra℄, and I
may desire to live without dying, though I know that one day I will die. Despite
this knowledge, I an still imagine a state in whi h going to the dentist does not
imply pain, or a state in whi h we do not die.
We are now in position to show how agents an hange desires without hanging utility fun tion. This is be ause agent's desires are now de ned relative to
the urrent agent's ontext and the fa t that the urrent agent's ontext may
hange.

Example 4. Let EN; CN; EA; and CA be four washing states indi ating washing
expensive at night, washing heap at night, washing expensive in the afternoon,
and washing heap in the afternoon, respe tively. Let also the utility of these
states for the washing ma hine be as follows: EN = 2; CN = 4; EA = 6; and
CA = 8. Suppose that the urrent ontext of the washing ma hine onsists of
two states CN and EA. We assume that the washing ma hine an wash at
one and only one period of the day in ea h state, i.e. washing at night in one
state implies not washing in the afternoon in that state. In this urrent ontext,
the washing ma hine desires to wash in the afternoon sin e the only a essible
state with highest utility is the one in whi h he washes in the afternoon. The
washing ma hine re eives now either the pri es of the ele tri ity ompany or
be ome in uen ed by the advertisement announ ed by the ele tri ity ompany.
Consequently, the ontext of the washing ma hine may be hanged su h that
it now onsists of two states EN and CN . In this new ontext, the washing
ma hine will hange its desire to wash at night sin e the only a essible state
with highest utility is the one in whi h he washes at night
The example an be futher analyzed by introdu ing on epts from multi attribute utility theory [Kee76℄, in whi h di erent attributes are distinguished. In
the washing ma hine example there are two atributes: the pri e and the time of
washing. Obje tives are to wash heaply and to wash during the day. Typi ally
obje tives on i t, like in our example. The independen e between di erent attributes an be represented by independen e statements, whi h an lower the
omplexity of the utility fun tion. The independen e statements orrespond to
a notion of eteris paribus preferen es. In this paper we do not further dis uss
the extension with attributes, independen e statements, eteris paribus preferen es et be ause it is irrelevant for the dynami s of desires, and therefore it is
irrelevant for our problems.

3.2 Dynami logi
The ma hinery of dynami logi , en ompassing hoi e ([), sequen e (;) and
iteration ( ), has been proposed in [BDvdT00℄ to reason in the ontext of negotiation proto ols. Proto ols are usually represented by nite state ma hines,
whi h are equivalent in expressive power to the regular a tions that are entral
to the ontology of dynami logi . The on urren y operator \ is, for instan e,
used to model the reasoning of an agent that o ers some servi e to di erent
agents simultaneously. A tion negation () is used in the formalization of the
deonti notions 'obligation', 'permission' and 'prohibition', a ording to an approa h rst taken by Meyer [Mey85℄. The skip denotes an a tion whose e e t
is void: doing a skip does not hange the state we are in. It an be used in
an expression like Tij (  skip) to express that by performing our trust is
de reased in omparison to the situation where we do nothing (we skip). The
any-a tion refrains from a tion labels ompletely, whi h is useful if we want to
reason about rea hability of states, in a more temporal fashion. The none-a tion
is the empty a tion. The most important elements of the logi introdu ed in
[BDvdT00℄ are the modalities Cij (  ), whose intended meaning is 'agent
i, is more ommitted, towards agent j , to perform than to perform ', and
Tij (  ) with the intended meaning 'the trust of agent i in agent j after
performan e of is less than, or equal to the trust after performan e of '.
In this paper we extend dynami logi with an operator D for desires, and
we do not dis uss ommitments or trust. We (impli itly) assume that the utility
fun tion is global, i.e. the same in every state of the model. Thus, given utility
fun tion Ui for agent i, the fa t that the utility fun tion is global an be formally
expressed by Ui () ! [ ℄Ui () whi h states that the utility fun tion is not
hanged by any a tion. Sin e we are not interested in the desire operator by
itself, but only in the intera tion between a tions and desires, we use a simple
normal modal logi to formalize them.
Given a set A of a tion symbols and a 2 A, a set P of proposition symbols
and p 2 P , a well formed formula  is de ned through the following BNF:

 ::= p j : j  _ j h i j Ii (j ) j Di (j )
::= a j any j none j skip j  j [ 0 j \ 0 j

;

0

j



The semanti s is de ned in a fairly standard way.

De nition 3. Given a set A of a tion symbols, a set P of proposition symbols,
a stru ture S = (S; RA ; ; Ui ; Ci ) is de ned as:
{ S is a nonempty set of possible states
{ RA is an A-indexed olle tion of (rea hability) relations over S  S
{  is a valuation fun tion  : P ! 2S that interprets propositions p 2 P
{ Ui is a total ordering over S that indi ates the utility of states for agent i
{ Ci is an a essibility relation that indi ates whi h states the agent i onsiders
relevant for his desires.

De nition 4. The meaning of well-formed formulas in a state s of a stru ture
S is given by:

R = Ra for = a
Rnone = ;
Rskip = (s; s) for all s 2 S
R \ 0 =R \R 0
R [ 0 =R [R 0
Rany = (Ra[b[ :::) with fa; b; ; : : :g = A
R = Rany n R
R ; 0 =R ÆR 0
R  = (R )
S; s j= P
S; s j= :
S; s j=  ^
S; s j= h i
S; s j= Ii (j

i
i
i
i
) i

S; s j= Di (j

) i

s 2 (P )
not S; s j= 
S; s j=  ^ S; s j=
9s0 2 S; s.t. s; s0 2 R ^ S; s0 j= 
8s0 2 S (S; s0 j= : ^ )
9s00 2 S (S; s00 j=  ^ ) ^ (Ui (s00 ) > Ui (s0 ))
8s0 2 Ci (s)(S; s0 j= : ^ )
9s00 2 Ci (s)(S; s00 j=  ^ ) ^ (Ui (s00 ) > Ui (s0 ))

For the dis ussion in this paper, in whi h we are interested in the intera tion
between the two types of modal operators, the exa t de nition of the operators
is not relevant. We de ne [ ℄ as :h i:.

Example 5. Consider the following Kripke model S , illustrated in Figure 3, representing one possible step in the negotiation between the washing ma hine and
the ele tri ity provider. In this model there are two types of relations de ned
[ Propose e ( Wash(night) ) ]
W

W’

Cwm(W)

CN
Uwm(CN)=6

Cwm(W’ )

EA
Uwm(EA)=8
Fig. 3.

EN
Uwm(EN)=4

CN
Uwm(CN)=6

A model S for the washing ma hine.

on states. One relation is represented by dash lines and they indi ate possible
negotiation a tions, i.e. the relation spe i es the spa e of possible negotiation

a tions (extensive negotiation game). The se ond relation is represented by solid
lines and they indi ate a essible states of an agent, i.e. the relation expresses
the ontext of an agent.
In this model, the dash line indi ates a proposal initiated by the ele tri ity provider, i.e. Proposee (Wash(night)), and the solid lines from ea h state
indi ates the ontext of an agent in that state. It is this ontext whi h determines the desires of agents. For instan e, in the state w of model S , the
washing ma hine desires to wash expensive in the afternoon sin e the only
a essible state with the highest utility in the ontext of w for the washing
ma hine is EA, i.e. S; w j= Dwm (Wash(afternoon)jexpensive(afternoon)).
After the proposal done by the ele tri ity provider the ontext for the washing ma hine will be hanged su h that he desires to wash heap at night, i.e.
S; w0 j= Dwm (Wash(night)j heap(night)). Note that although the utility of the
washing ma hine for states are not hanged, his desires are hanged.

4 Future Resear h
In this paper we fo used on motivation and semanti s. However, if agents reason
about negotiation they may prefer to use the logi al proof theory. For example,
the agent an reason about the other agent's desires and de ide how to in uen e them and whi h negotiation a tion to take. Thus there is a need for an
axiomatization.
Besides, the logi al language may be useful to distinguish di erent on epts.
For example, we an lassify a tions in a tions that only hange fa ts, a tions
that only hange desires, and a tions that hange both. Moreover, a tions an
be partitioned in a tions that ful ll desires and a tions that do not. This an be
the basis of agent pro les: an agent that often does what you desire may be ome
one of your friends.
In this se tion we do not dis uss these issues in any depth, but we give a few
examples of the kind of proof theoreti extensions we have in mind.

4.1 Axioms
Some axioms an be a epted for all types of a tions and desires, for example
the ex hange between dynami and desire operators.

Stability

Ii (j ) ! [ ℄Ii (j )
(A tions do not hange pure utilitarian desires at all.)

Left Expansion

Ii (j ) ! Ii ( ^ j )
Di (j ) ! Di ( ^ j )

Right Expansion

Ii (j ) ! Ii (j ^ )
Di (j ) ! Di (j ^ )

Consisten y

:Ii (j:).
:Di (j:).

Conjun tion De omposition

Ii ( ^ j ) ! Ii (j ) ^ Ii (j )
Di ( ^ j ) ! Di (j ) ^ Di (j

).

4.2 Classi ation of a tions
The formal language ombines dynami a tion operators with the desire operator. This ombined language is useful to hara terize several properties. First
we distinguish between several types of formulas:

obje tive formulas do not ontain any modality
stati formulas do not ontain a dynami modality
desire atom starts with the operator D and the operator I
desire formula is a ombination of onjun tion, disjun tion and desire atoms
Some formulas hold for ertain types of a tions, and thus hara terize these
a tions. For example:

pure a tions do not hange pure utilitarian desires at all and are hara terized
by Ii (j ) ! [ ℄Ii (j )

in uen e a tions only hange desires and are hara terized by  ! [ ℄ if 
is obje tive

ful lment a tions only hange fa ts if this is desirable and are hara terized
by  ! ([ i ℄(: ^ ) ! Di (:j ))

5 Con luding remarks
In this paper we studied utilitarian desires in a dynami environment. We proposed a semanti s for a dynami logi of ontext dependent desires. The ontext
formalizes the intuition that desires an hange whereas the utility fun tion remains onstant. We have shown that the notion of ontext involved is di erent
from notions of belief or knowledge whi h have been used in a de ision-theoreti
setting. Te hni ally, the work is related to dynami epistemi logi . In these
studies, a distin tion is made between general a tions and observation a tions.
In the former the agents state hanges, whereas in the latter only the agents
beliefs hange.
This work is presented in the ontext of pra ti al negotiations where agents
an rea h agreements by in uen ing other agent's desires. In the negotiation
ontext, the intera tion between dynami operators and the desire operator is
illustrated by the e e t of negotiation a tions (dynami operators) on agents
desire (desire operator).
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